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The politically controversial idea of a UK bill of rights, may – writing in advance
of any new government – be about to take off, in the new context of a possible
convention to draw up a codified constitution for a federal UK. Human rights
(the liberty…

May 6, 2015 No Comment Read More

New campaign to stop ‘sexting’ teens being swept up
in moral panic
A new campaign to prevent ‘sexting’ teenagers from being labelled ‘sex
offenders’ was launched yesterday. A civil liberties group Backlash, set up to
defend freedom of sexual expression, is making the case for a change in the law
to stop 16 to 18 year olds, despite being…

May 6, 2015 No Comment Read More

Losing your home: Simon’s story
  After caring for his elderly mum a 50-year-old builder faces eviction from a
council flat. A tall, broad-chested man with rounded shoulders, close cropped
and a gold chin-stud approaches the red brick county court in West London for
the second time in six months. Simon, 51,…

May 6, 2015 No Comment Read More

Supreme Court launches ‘video on-demand’
‘Now justice can be seen to be done at a time which suits you’, Lord Neuberger,
the president of the supreme court has said as the UK Supreme Court launches
on-demand video catch up of proceedings. As from today, Britain’s most
important court judgements will be available…

May 5, 2015 No Comment Read More
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CRIMINAL JUSTICECRIMINAL JUSTICE

Beware politicians making
‘sweeping promises’ to cut crime

Manifesto commitments to slash
crime were ‘nearly always wrong’,
according to a group of crime and
policing experts published today.

A…

April 30, 2015 1 Comment Read More

DPP’s decision not to charge Janner
slammed ‘wholly perverse’

Pressure is piling on the director of
public prosecutions as senior
politicians warned her decision not
to prosecute Lord Janner over…

April 22, 2015 1 Comment Read More

‘Stop shaming suspects’, say MPs
as they back police bail limit

‘Stop shaming suspects and holding
them in indefinite limbo’, MPs have
said in a report published today
backing recommendations to

implement…

March 20, 2015 2 Comments Read More

The human rights act and a question of
legitimacy
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CIVIL LIBERTIESCIVIL LIBERTIES

Defending the indefensible at Loftus
Road

Supporters bond over many
things but few expect to form a
friendship based around their
shared experience of taking
legal action against the club
they love. But…

April 16, 2015 No Comment Read More

Social media laws ‘woefully out of date’, watchdog
warns

Lawyer-free ‘eBay justice’ proposed for smaller
claims

Police body-worn cameras: giving victims ‘the
strength to carry prosecutions through’

CONSUMER RIGHTSCONSUMER RIGHTS

What is clinical negligence?
When the standard of
care you receive falls

below an acceptable standard measured against a
series of regulations and professional medical
opinions this can cause and contribute…

February 17, 2015 No Comment Read More

Lawyer-free ‘eBay justice’ proposed for smaller
claims

Should your heirs inherit while you are alive?

Rights and responsibilities of sitting tenants

MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICEMISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE

Syrian asylum seekers without
passports to appeal UK convictions
Between July and November 2013, three Syrian

CIVIL LIBERTIESCIVIL LIBERTIES

Defending the indefensible at Loftus
Road
Supporters bond over many things but few expect to

Crime Police Prisons Forensics Media

Cameron promises to scrap
human rights act and take on
civil liberties lobby
A Conservative government would
scrap the Human Rights Act,…

Rotherham: Child Sexual
Abuse and Priorities
It’s headline news: Should Shaun
Wright stand down? Important?…

Prisoners fail in vote appeal
Two convicted murderers have today
failed in their appeal…

Mental illness sufferers more
likely to be victims of crime
More than four out of 10 people with
mental…
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refugees fleeing the Assad
regime were each convicted for
failing to produce a passport
after they arrived at Heathrow
Airport…

April 23, 2015 No Comment Read More

How long is it acceptable for a person to stay in
prison for a crime they didn’t commit?

Susan May: ‘She lived the injustice every minute of
every day’

The devil rides out (again)

form a friendship based
around their shared experience
of taking legal action against
the club they love. But…

April 16, 2015 No Comment Read More

Social media laws ‘woefully out of date’, watchdog
warns

Lawyer-free ‘eBay justice’ proposed for smaller
claims

Police body-worn cameras: giving victims ‘the
strength to carry prosecutions through’

COMMENTCOMMENT

Criminal Courts Charge: ‘A spiteful
attack on poor people’

This week the government
snuck through a major and
damaging change to the
criminal justice system. They
want to charge defendants
hundreds of pounds to stand
trial.…

March 27, 2015 3 Comments Read More

Defence lawyers call for financial support to fund
critical appeal

Victimology and ‘justice as therapy’

Who needs a lawyer?

INTERVIEWSINTERVIEWS

‘No mother should lose a child by
suicide in prison’

INTERVIEW: ‘Nobody should
die by their own hand in
prison’, says Frances Crook,
head of the prison reform
group that has been dubbed ‘a
left wing pressure group’…

January 30, 2015 2 Comments Read More

‘I have a case worth fighting. I’m not going to give
up’

Equal access to justice is ‘a genuine aspiration’ but
getting there might be ‘bruising’

Hector Christie: What turned an Eton-educated
aristocrat into a notorious eco-activist?
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HMP Liverpool ‘so dirty, infested & hazardous it can't 
be cleaned’: inspectors find prison 'squalid' as 
budget cut by 17% since 2011 & @CommonsJustice 
call for ministers to be held responsible. Charlotte 
Hughes reports thejusticegap.com/2018/02/hmp-li…
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